LMS Experience. Redefined.
Adobe Captivate Prime
An LMS from Adobe that lets you deliver engaging learning experiences in a personalized
manner across devices. Align all online and offline enterprise-wide learning initiatives to skill,
upskill and reskill your employees.

Setup
experience
that is a breeze

Learner
experience
that is enjoyable

Measurable
experience
that is tangible

Enterprise
experience
that is scalable

Simplify your life with an
incredibly smooth and
hassle-free LMS experience.
From speedy setup to
automation of routine tasks,
do it all without breaking into
a sweat.

Create a culture of learning
by offering stimulating,
personalized learner
experiences. From making
learning fun to delivering
it across mobile devices,
keep learners coming back
for more.

Transform training
investments from black holes
to informed experiences.
From measuring the impact
of your initiatives to closing
skill gaps, get insights that
you can act on.

Turn learning into an
organization-wide
experience. From enabling
training in the extended
enterprise to integrating your
LMS with your internal
systems, grow your setup
to your needs.

Setup experience that is a breeze
Easy

Automated

Flexible

Roll out your courses in
less than 90 minutes.

Automate routine admin tasks,
and keep users synced with other
systems of record.

Track all online and offline
training activities using
a single platform.

Learner experience that is enjoyable
Engaging

Mobile friendly

Personalized

Make learning fun with
gamification elements.

Enable always-on learning with
a mobile app that serves up
content, and more.

Provide just-for-me
learning experiences.

Measurable experience that is tangible
Trackable

Informed

Customized

Track the impact of online,
offline, and certification training
on employee skills.

Keep tabs on
learning objectives.

Get actionable insights
into your learning initiatives.

Enterprise experience that is scalable
Extendable

Accessible

Integrated

Extend your LMS to include
external partners.

Access the power of the LMS
from your own environment.

Give learners easy access to
training materials with
out-of-the-box integrations.

The Adobe Advantage
Fast

Secure

Supported

Adobe Captivate Prime draws on Brightcove® adaptive
video streaming to optimize video performance based
on the bandwidth and device.

Adobe Captivate Prime is SOC 2, SSO, 508 compliant
and follows some of the most stringent application
security guidelines.

The Adobe eLearning Team ensures you make the
most of your LMS, providing you with step-by-step
onboarding assistance.
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